A graph G is said to have a factorization into the subgraphs G u --, G k if the subgraphs are spanning, pairwise edge-disjoint, and the union of their edge sets equals the edge set of G. For a graphical parameter / and positive integers rti, n 2 , , n k (k ^ 1), the /-Ramsey number f{n u n 2 , , n k ) is the least positive integer p such that for any factorization K p = Uΐ=iG l9 it follows that /(G)^n t for at least one i, l^i^k.
Vertex partition parameters.
A graphical property p will be called co-hereditary if (1) every subgraph of a graph having property p has property p and (2) the graph consisting of disjoint graphs, each having property p, has property p.
Let v be a graphical property which the trivial graph K 1 possesses. We define the vertex partition number v(G) of a graph G as the minimum number of subsets into which the vertex set of G can be partitioned so that each subset induces a subgraph having property v. Clearly, v{G) = 1 if and only if G has property v. The limit lim v of a vertex partition parameter v is defined as lim i > = lim n _> <x >ϊ'(!£")? provided this limit exists. We write lim^ = <» if v{K n )-^^ as n -»o°. We assume that all properties v under discussion are co-hereditary and that lim v -oo.
It is a consequence of the definitions that v{H)?=k v(G) if H is a subgraph of G, for such properties v.
For positive integers n u n 2 , * , n k and vertex partition parameter v, the v-Ramsey number v(n u n 2 ,
, n k ) is the least positive integer p such that given any factorization K p = Uf = i G h it follows that v{Gi) ^ rc, for at least one i, 1 ^ / ^ k. Since lim v = o°, for each i, 1 ^ i ^ k, there exists a positive integer m, such that v(K mi )^n t .
Hence, since v is cohereditary, v(n l9 n 2 , -m ,n k ) exists and is bounded above by r(m b ra 2 , , m fc ), the Ramsey number in the k variables m u m 2 ,'' , m k . We also note that v(n u n 2 , , n k ) is symmetric in n u n 2 , , n k . There are properties v which are not co-hereditary and for which lim^T^oo such that v{n u n 2 , * , n k ) does not exist for certain positive integers n u n 2 , * , n k . For example, if v denotes the property of being connected, then v{G) is the number of components of the graph G. Then ^(3,3) does not exist since for every positive integer p, there exists a factorization K p = G { U G 2 such that neither G λ nor G 2 has more than two components.
For a vertex partition parameter v and positive integer /c, let v{k) denote the largest integer p for which there exists a factorization 
, fc. For each G t , / = 1,2, , fc, let the vertex set V(Gι) be partitioned into ^(G.) classes so that for each "z -class" oc, i^(( a )) = 1, where ( « ) denotes the subgraph induced by the class <* . Then Gi has a ι^-class oc 2 Hence, each G,, 1 ^ i g fe, has a ^ -class « i such that | Πf =1 « f | 1 + ?(fc). Let °U be a set of 1 + £(fc) vertices in Πf =1 oc n and define f/, to be the subgraph in G, induced by % for i = 1,2, , fc. Then where v(H t ) = 1 for 1 g i ^ k since v is co-hereditary. This, however, is impossible. Therefore, v(n u n 2 , , n k )^ p. In order to show that v{n u n 2 , , n k ) = p, it suffices to exhibit a factorization Jfζ,_i = Uf = i G, such that v(G t )^ n, -1 for i = 1,2, , k. Let r = Π^! (n, -1), and consider r pairwise disjoint copies of K Hk) , labeled K\ {k) , K\ {k) ,..., Kl (k) .
By definition of v{k), there exists a factorization K Hk) = Uf = i F t such that ^(i^) = 1 for / = 1,2, , k. We denote by i*), the F t contained in K' Hk) , I = 1,2, , r and i = 1,2, , fc. With each of the r /c-tuples (ci, c 2 , , c fc ), 1 ^ c ; ^ n ; -1 and 1 ^ y'^ /c, we identify a complete graph ίΓp (k) , / = 1,2, , r, in such a way that the identification is one-to-one. Then, for each ί = l,2, * ,fe and / = 1,2, , r, we associate with F tl the k-tuple identified with Kl (k) . Let the graph G, (i = 1,2, , fc) consist of the graphs F ιU F i2 , -,F ir where a vertex of F ιs is adjacent to each vertex of F ιt if and only if the ith coordinate is the first coordinate in which their associated k -tuples differ. It then follows that K p -X = Uf =1 G,. For each ί = l,2,--,fc, define V M to consist of the set of all vertices υ such that v is a vertex of an F a whose associated k-tuple (c u c 2 , , c k ) has c, = /; / = 1,2, , n, -1. Then {V iU V&, , V^-J is a partition of V(G,) for which the subgraph (V^) consists of r/(n,_i) pairwise disjoint copies of f), /=1,2, , n, -1. Hence, z/(Vi ;y )=l for each such y, which implies that v{G ι )'^n i -ι for
For the chromatic number χ, it follows that χ(k)=l for all fc ^ 1. Hence, we obtain an immediate corollary.
COROLLARY la. (Chartrand and Polimeni [2] ).
The edge-arboricity a λ (G) of a graph G is the minimum number of subsets in a partition of the edge set of G such that each subset induces an acyclic subgraph. For the vertex-arboricity a(G) of G, we have another corollary. COROLLARY lb. (Chartrand and Polimeni [2] ). // n u n 2 ,"-,n k are positive integers, then
is the largest such integer, we have ά(k) = 2k and the desired result.
As one further illustration of Theorem 1, we consider the 2-chromatic number χ (2) (G) of a graph G (see 1), defined as the least number of subsets in any partition of V(G) such that the subgraph induced by each subset contains no path of length two. Also, we define the edge chromatic number χ x (G) of G as the least number of colors needed to color the edges of G so that adjacent edges are colored differently.
it is equivalent to determine the largest integer n such that χ x (K n )^k k. Since χ\(K p ) = p if p is odd and X\(K P ) = p -1 if p is even, it follows that n = 2{/c/2}, which gives the desired result.
The concept of the i -Ramsey number can be generalized. Let *Ί> v 2 , ---,v k be vertex partition parameters where again we assume the corresponding properties are co-hereditary and lim v t = °° for each ΐ, 1 ^ i ; ^ k. Then we define the (*>,)?-Ramsey number (^)ί(Mi, n 2 , , n k ) as the least positive integer p such that given any factorization K p = Uf =1 G n it follows that ^(G.) ^ n, for at least one /, 1 ^ i ^ k. Following an earlier argument we note that (vi)ϊ(n l9 n 2 , , n k ) exists since each i/ f is co-hereditary and lim v ι = °°. In this case, we do not have symmetry in the fc-variables n u n 2 , , n k ; however, it does follow that
where i u i 2 , * , 4 is any permutation of 1,2, -, k. For vertex partition parameters v u v 2 , * , ^k, we define (vi)Ί(k) = {v) k ι to be the largest integer p such that there exists a factorization Kp = Uf=i G, with i/ f (G/) = 1 for i = 1,2, , k. Using an argument similar to that given in Lemma 1, one can show that (v x )\ exists, and moreover, a technique analogous to that employed in the proof of Theorem 1 can be used to verify the following generalization of Theorem 1. Proo/. In this case, (A )f is the largest integer p such that there exists a factorization Iζ, = Uf =1 G { with α(G,) = 1 for 1 g ι ^ t and ^(G.) = 1 for all other such that i ^ k. This is clearly equal to ά(t), which has the value 2t.
Similarly, since χ 
Edge partition parameters.
Let e denote a graphical property which the graph K 2 possesses. We then define the edge partition number e(G) of a nonempty graph G as the least number of elements E, in a partition of the edge set E(G) of G such that each induced subgraph J5 ( has property β. It is clearly equivalent to say that β(G) is the minimum positive k for which there exists a factorization G = Uf M d such that e(G t ) = 1 for i = 1,2, , fc. For an empty graph G, we define β(G) = 0. In this section, we shall henceforth assume that e is a co-hereditary property (so that H is a subgraph of G implies that
e(H)^e(G)),
and that lime = oo (i.e., lim^ e(K n ) = <»).
Our next lemma, presented without proof, is an immediate consequence of the definitions for edge partition number and factorization. LEMMA 
IfG = Uf =1 G, and e is an edge partition parameter, then
Let e be an edge partition parameter, and let n u n 2 ,
, n k (k ^ 1) be nonnegative integers. The e-Ramsey number e(n u n 2 ,
, n k ) is the least positive integer p such that for any factorization K p = Uf =1 G h it follows that e(G, ) ^ n t for at least one i, 1 ^ i ^ fc. If n t = 0 for some i, 1 ^ / < fc, then clearly e(n u n 2 , , n fc ) = 1; hence, we henceforth assume that n t >0 for ι = 1,2, , fc. Using an argument analogous to those used earlier, one can verify that e(n u n 2 ,
, n k ) exists since 6 is co-hereditary and lime = α>. In this case also, e(n u n 2 ,
, n k ) is symmetric in fti, n 2 , , ^fc THEOREM 3. Lei n l5 n 2 , , n k (k S 1) fc^ positive integers, and let e be an edge partition parameter such that the corresponding property e is co-hereditary and lime = oo. Then e{n u n 2 ,
, n k ) = N where
Proo/. Since Iim6=oo and e(JKΊ) = O, N exists and N 2 . Without loss of generality, we assume that n λ g ?τ 2 ^ ^ n fc . The theorem clearly follows if n k = 1. Thus we assume that n k ^2.
First, we establish the inequality e(n u n 2 , , n k )^N. Let Uf =1 G, be a factorization of K N . It follows from Lemma 2 and the definition of N that Thus, 6(G,)^ n, for at least one ΐ, 1 ^ i ^ /c.
In order to show that e(n u n 2 , , n k ) ^ N, we exhibit a factorization K N^ = Uf =1 G l? where e(G t ) ^ n, -1 for 1 g / g fc. Let m be the least integer such that n m g2. By the way in which N and m were chosen, This implies that there exists a factorization Using the fact that the edge chromatic number χ\{K p ) of a nontrivial complete graph K p is p iί p is odd and p -1 if p is even, we obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY 3b. Let n u n 2 , --, n k be positive integers, and let ad enote the {edge) arboricity parameter. If n 1 = n 2 -
Proof. The result follows from the fact that for p ^ 2, Let Πi, n 2 , , Wk be nonnegative integers, and let € l5 e 2 , *, 6 fe be edge partition parameters where again we assume the corresponding properties are co-hereditary and lime, = o° for each /, 1 ^ i' ^ k. Then we may define the (β^f-Ramsey number (e,)\{n x , n 2 , , n k ) as the least positive integer p such that for any factorization K p = Uf =1 G o it follows that 6, (G,) ^ n, for at least one / where 1 ^ i ^ fc. Again there is no loss of generality in assuming each n, > 0 since (erffa, n 2 ,'-',n k )=l if n, = 0 for some /, l^i^k.
If we let M denote the largest integer p for which there exists a factorization K p = U^Gi such that ^(Gf)^ ^ -1 for i = 1,2, , k, then it follows that M exists and that (£,)?(«!, n 2 ,--',n k ) = 1 -f M; however, it is not possible to give such a compact expression for (€,)?(/!], ft 2 , * * s n k ) as for one edge partition parameter (Theorem 3) or k vertex partition parameters.
As an illustration of the foregoing, we consider {a u χ λ )(m,n), for positive integers m ^ 2 and n ^ 2, defined as the least integer p such that for any factorization
First we show that for every two such positive integers, we have (ciuXi) (m, n) 
If this is not the case, then there exists a factorization K 2m+n -2 = G λ U G 2 such that α^G^Sm-l and ^!(G 2 )^ n -1. This implies that G λ has at most (m -l)(2m + n -3) edges while G 2 has at most (n -1) [(2m + n -2)/2] edges. However, this implies that X 2m+n _ 2 has less than (2m + n -2)(2m + n -3)/2 edges, thereby producing a contradiction.
Next, we note for every positive integer m ^ 2 and every odd positive integer n ^ 3, that (α l5 χ λ )(m, n) = 2m + n -2. Here, it suffices to produce a factorization K 2m+n -3 = Ή U F 2 for which αi(Fi) ^ m -1 and !(F 2 )^n-l. Since 2m + n -3 is even, there exists a factorization K 2m+ n-3= Uf =1 Pi, where fc=(2m +n-3)/2 and P f is a spanning path, i = 1,2, -, fc (see [3, p. 91] ). Let Ή = U™! 1^.
For m^/ ^ fc, we can write P t = P u UP t2 where no two edges of P ι>; , / = 1,2, have adjacent edges. If we let F 2 = Uf =m [P u UP /)2 ], then we see that χi(F 2 )g n -1. Since α^)^ m -1, we have a suitable factorization.
Based on the previous observations, we offer the following conjecture.
CONJECTURE. For every two positive integers m ^ 2 and n ^ 2,
4.
Vertex and edge partition parameters. Let k = k { + /c 2 , where fc,, / = 1,2, is a positive integer. Denote by p b p 2 , , ρ kl vertex partition parameters, and denote by ρ kl+u p kl+2 , , p k edge partition parameters, for which the corresponding properties p,(l ^ / f c) are co-hereditary and limp, = 00. For positive integers n u n 2 ,
, n kl and nonnegative integers n kι+u n kι+2 , -, n ki we define the {pi)\-Ramsey number (p x )\(n u n 2 , , n k ) as the least positive integer p such that for any factorization K p = Uf=iG / , p,(G/)i^nj for at least one ί, l S / g fc. Here we also have that if i u i 2 , , 4 is a permutation of 1,2, , fc, then n M , n ί2 , , n ik ) = Let (pi(rii))i denote the largest positive integer p for which there exists a factorization K p = Uΐ= ι G n where ρ i (G i )^n ι for / = 1,2, ••-,£. An argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 1 guarantees the existence of (p,(n f ))ϊ and a straightforward extension of the proof of Theorem 1 can be used to demonstrate the following result. Proof By Theorem 4, it suffices to evaluate (p^m,))?, where m, = 1 for 1 ^ / ^ fc, and m, = n, -1 for k ί + 1 ^ i g fc. However, since p, = f or 1 ^ ί ^ fei, it suffices to consider (p^m,))^!, which equals ^i(n kl+ i, n kl +2, * *, n k )-1.
In a similar manner, we obtain the following result concerning chromatic number χ and edge arboricity a λ . 
